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The Asian American Action
Fund (AAAFund, pronounced
"Triple A Fund") is a
progressive political
organization that seeks to
increase the Asian American
and Pacific Islander
community’s voice in politics
at every level of government
across the United States.
Over the past 20+ years, we
have supported over 200
AAPI and progressive
candidates.
Together, we are building a
national network of AAAFund
chapters, leaders, and
activists that are amplifying
voices in AAPI communities.
www.aaafund.org
Asian American Action Fund

What We Do
Elect Democratic candidates committed to AAPI communities
Advocate for AAPI representation and policy issues at the state level
Support AAPI voters and the next generation of our community's leaders

Georgia 2020 Endorsements

Founded in a matter of hours, AAAFund-Georgia exploded onto the scene to
channel the sky-high political energy behind Raphael Warnock and Jon
Ossoff's U.S. Senate campaigns. We established ourselves as a key AAPI
outreach partner to Georgia progressives and proved again that our
community is the margin of difference in Georgia.
Since our successful efforts, we have redirected our mission to support
Asian Americans voters and advocate for AAPI representation and issues
at the state level, as we strive to make AAPI History in Georgia and beyond.

U.S. Senate Runoffs
The AAPI population is Georgia's margin of difference! To ensure our
community was mobilized and heard in the all-important 2021 Senate
runoffs, we organized countless outreach events, digital turnout efforts, and
fundraisers in a wildly successful first cycle.

Advocacy and Coalition-Building
In response to the Atlanta-area mass shooting, we are speaking out at
Stop Asian Hate rallies, attending solidarity events and participating in
other community engagements. With our coalition partners, we are pushing
for gun reform laws.

@AAAFund

Local and State Impact

@AAAFund

Georgians have elected a record number of AAPIs to our state legislature!
We are building our community's political power at the state level and
advocating for AAPI representation throughout our state government.

Contact Us:
social@aaa-fund.org

AAAFund-Georgia is led by Co-Chairs and Co-Founders Cam T. Ashling
and Lani Wong.

